September 6, 2018; 4-5:30pm, SRB 2293-OSL Conf Rm

Attendees: Shereen She SHS, Mario Munoz He UCHS, Zarah Music She/They, Ryan He Library, Betsy SHS She, Ben They RCSGD, Jack He/They L&S, Han They SA, Riley They RCSGD

Check-in

- Introductions (Name, Pronouns, Department, Favorite Fall Activity)

Sub-committee Updates

- SIS&T/Names and Pronouns in University Systems - Sarah Ross Elizalde
  - Updates
    - Getting clarity re: UC Path and the functionality offered by that system, Unclear about system capability and options offered, Preferred Name functionality only populating to UC Path, Continued rollouts, Future increased functionality, Hopefully limited additional systems
  - Upcoming Meeting
    - September 7, 2018
    - Focused on Pronouns on campus
    - Modeled after UCSF
    - Downstream Systems?

- Gender-Inclusive Restrooms - Seeking Co-Chair (maybe Riley)
  - Updates
    - Library 24hr. Footprint increasing dramatically soon, a good time for TTF to advocate for additional GIRR in library
    - Single stall gendered restrooms on campus? (Santa Ynez, Elings)
    - GIRR options in Campbell Hall - Complaint filed
    - Option for Embarcadero Hall
    - Signage going up in SRB before Fall Term
    - Prioritize a functional map
      - Craig connected with Berkeley for Google Map
      - Connect with Geography Department re: map
    - SSMS - Building for gender studies without inclusive restroom
    - Ben has list to share of restroom priorities from students
  - Upcoming Meeting
    - Riley, Brian, QComm rep., Ryan, Craig, Tricia Taylor

- SOC152A - Chair VACANT
  - Updates
- Last meeting - Dr. Tania Israel willing to have a conversation on behalf of TTF as faculty to faculty, Also Dr. Tamsin German?
  - Upcoming Meeting
  - Lauren Gunther, Ezra, Ben, Brian, Jack
- Housing - Deejay Johnson
  - Purpose
  - Updates
    - System update to prevent manual workaround?
    - Informal allocation of apartments for gender-inclusive housing in undergraduate apartments (4 assigned with 7 blocked)
      - Marketing option sooner to increase interest
      - Work with subcommittee to identify name or function in the future for apartments
    - Students have 3 gender options (female, male, unspecified), but some students have “unspecificed” because they did not answer question, Housing reached out to these students to confirm, Assignments systems matches based on gender, Requires manual work to assign students to spaces, Vendor working on update to system to not rely solely on gender for assignments
    - Developing webpage for Gender Inclusive Housing
      - Currently, note on other housing webpages to contact Mario, but students are contacting Mario for something different
      - Mario seeking support for a webpage to provide a welcoming entry point for students who want this housing option
      - Riley recommends UCSC website for marketing GIH
    - Planning social for students in Gender Inclusive Housing
      - List to market opportunities to students, Allow students to opt out
      - Trans Open House - Winter Term, through Trans Social Group
      - Mario out of the office beginning 9.20, Craig and Mario to meet to schedule something
      - Rainbow House marketing to GIH students
    - Jack - Academic Advising for L&S in Rainbow House - connect with Emily Goup
  - Upcoming Meeting
    - Deejay, Mario, Riley, Zarah, Craig,
- Health Equity Initiative - Han Koehle
  - Purpose
  - Updates
    - Non-discrimination Policy for SHS and CAPS
      - Using different definitions than those used by UCOP
    - New insurance requires pre-authorization for testosterone, not estrogen
      - Confusing for different requirements re: HRT, an extra barrier added that was not present in the past
● If we cannot get exception, we need to determine how to educate students since in the past you could get a prescription and meds the same day but this will no longer be the case
● If students do not follow the specific pattern for labs, there may be stops in their prescriptions, which we will attempt to avoid
● Priority in having least amount of students surprised by this change
● Filing civil rights complaint? Longer, more involved process than the past. Do they just need education? Based on diagnosis? Concerns re: misuse and liability.
● Dr. Mary Ferris working on this
● Can we work with other UCs to have strength in numbers?
  ○ UC SHS Directors Meeting

  ■ New insurance - letters requirements same as Aetna
    ● Lack of clarity in clinical policy guidelines, Shereen is working with insurance office on this
    ● What are CenCal options? Lack of finding providers.
    ● BMI requirements for surgeries? New research supporting no BMI requirements. Dr. Scott Mosser.

  ■ Health Resources Updates
    ● New Brochure
    ● Surgical Guides

  ■ Han’s position is permanent - Health Equity Advocate and Queer and Trans Health Advisor

  ■ Q Card Project - willing to do custom Q Cards for UCSB with timeline and commission
    ● Budget? Quantity?
    ● Ben in contact with the Q Card creator

  ○ Upcoming Meeting
    ■ Riley, Shereen, Betsy, Ali, Craig

● Cultural Programming/Training/Outreach - Han Koehle and Craig
  ○ Purpose
    ■ Help campus partners understand upcoming changes to name & pronoun technology
    ■ Encourage units that receive data from campus identity system to investigate how changes to that system will impact what kind of data they receive and prepare to use that data when it becomes available
    ■ Provide academic units with tools to avoid embarrassment or liability with respect to student identity
  ○ Updates
  ○ Upcoming Meeting
    ■ Han, Zarah, Craig
Task Force Structure and Function

- Full group, working committee, subcommittees
- Meeting attendance: Quarterly, Monthly, Bi-weekly
  - For quarterly and monthly meetings, offering time for new people to ask general questions
- Time Commitments: 2 hours/quarter, 1 hour/month, 2-4 hours/month
- Message to current list
  - Ensure key people can be involved
  - Ensure key people stay connected
- Marketing to students
  - RCSGD Website
  - Facebook Presence and other social media
  - RCSGD Student Staff and QComm Leaders who are responsible for promotion the TTF to students
  - Word of Mouth Referrals
  - Food?
- Nathaniel will cancel current calendar series moving forward
- Craig will send out message to all folks currently on the list to determine their desired level of involvement and to schedule a new meeting time
  - Google Form, include subcommittee interest

Next Meeting

- TBD
- Scheduling next meeting
  - Fridays? Mornings?
  - Before 5pm
  - 1.5 hours
  - Aryn to help troubleshoot times
    - Whenisgood, Doodle, etc.
  - RCSGD website updates
    - Advocacy section, including TTF, listing Chairs/Co-Chairs for subcommittees to be points of contact for interested individuals
    - Archive of notes, part of TTF Coordinator - sent to Margaret and kept tracked